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Abstract The main constituent of an ultrasound contrast
agent (UCA) is gas-filled microbubbles. An average UCA
contains billions per ml. These microbubbles are excellent
ultrasound scatterers due to their high compressibility. In
an ultrasound field they act as resonant systems, resulting
in harmonic energy in the backscattered ultrasound signal,
such as energy at the subharmonic, ultraharmonic and
higher harmonic frequencies. This harmonic energy is
exploited for contrast enhanced imaging to discriminate the
contrast agent from surrounding tissue. The amount of
harmonic energy that the contrast agent bubbles generate
depends on the bubble characteristics in combination with
the ultrasound field applied. This paper summarizes different strategies to characterize the UCAs. These strategies
can be divided into acoustic and optical methods, which
focus on the linear or nonlinear responses of the contrast
agent bubbles. In addition, the characteristics of individual
bubbles can be determined or the bubbles can be examined
when they are part of a population. Recently, especially
optical methods have proven their value to study individual
bubbles. This paper concludes by showing some examples
of optically observed typical behavior of contrast bubbles
in ultrasound fields.
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1 Introduction
Ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) have been commercially available since 1991. Echovist (Bayer Schering
Pharma AG) was the first agent that was introduced on the
market. It was mainly used to image ventricular septal
defects and to investigate the female genital tract. The
intravascular life-time of Echovist was too short for a
transit through the pulmonary circulation. For cardiac
blood flow and perfusion measurements, more stable UCAs
came available such as Albunex in 1994 and Levovist in
1996. These first contrast agents have in common that they
consist of fluids containing air-filled microbubbles. These
microbubbles are stabilized to prevent a quick dissolution.
Echovist and Levovist find their stability in the sugars
containing air pockets and Albunex microbubbles are
encapsulated by a shell composed of human albumin.
UCAs that are currently marketed contain gases with a
higher molecular weight than air and are stabilized by
flexible coatings such as phospholipid surfactants. Commercial UCAs currently available are Optison (GE
Healthcare, Chalfont St Giles, UK), Definity (Lantheus
Medical Imaging, North Billerica, MA, USA), SonoVue
(Bracco, Milan, Italy), and Sonazoid (GE Healthcare,
Chalfont St Giles, UK). The adaptations to the gas content
and coating have led to contrast agents with an improved
lifespan and a wider use in the clinic.
The use of UCAs is largely determined by the physical
properties of the coated microbubbles that the UCAs contain. In this chapter, we present a number of instruments to
characterize UCAs. These instruments can be roughly
divided into simulations and experiments. First, the influence of the gas content and coating on the physical properties of the coated microbubbles is discussed. In Sect. 3,
equations that describe the vibrations of the contrast agent
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microbubbles in an acoustic field are presented. These
equations are the basis for theoretical characterization of
the UCAs. In experiments, the responses of UCAs can be
characterized acoustically as well as optically. We describe
in Sect. 4 acoustical experiments that are performed on a
population of microbubbles. These types of experiments
are relatively easy to perform, but they do not show how
individual microbubbles respond in an acoustic field. A fast
framing camera offers great possibilities to study individual microbubbles. Section 5 presents methods to characterize individual microbubbles using such a fast framing
camera system. Some interesting optical observations
conclude this chapter.

2 Stability of coated microbubbles
UCAs contain bubbles with sizes between 1 and 10 lm
with a mean diameter of 2–3 lm. Maintaining a gas bubble
at a constant size is technically challenging. Bubbles suspended in a liquid can coalesce, grow or shrink in response
to changes in the environment [1]. The surface tension
between the gas–liquid interface, the hydrostatic pressure
or the acoustic pressure induces consequent diffusion of
gas from the gas core into the surrounding liquid. In this
way, free gas microbubbles dissolve within seconds after
having been introduced in the blood circulation. Smaller
bubbles are more susceptible to these influences, because
the excess pressure within the bubble that is generated to
balance the surface tension inversely scales with the bubble
radius, pr = 2r/R0. This excess pressure tends to raise the
partial pressure of the gas inside the bubble to greater
than the partial pressure of the gas that is dissolved in
the surrounding liquid. Using the equation by Epstein and
Plesset [2] dissolution times of gas microbubbles can be
calculated.
The Ostwald coefficient (L) is an important parameter for
the dissolution of bubbles and is defined as the dimensionless ratio of the solubility of the gas in the liquid to the
gas density [3]. Gases with lower Ostwald coefficients
dissolve more slowly compared to gases with higher Ostwald coefficients. It is therefore that the newest generation
of contrast agents are composed of high molecular weight
gases, such as perfluorocarbons (Definity, Sonazoid, and
Optison) or sulfur hexafluoride (SonoVue). The diffusion of
a gas is inversely proportional to the square root of its
molecular weight, the higher the molecular weight, the
slower the solubility or diffusion of the gas. Table 1 summarizes the Ostwald coefficients of the different gases used
in UCAs and shows the predicted lifetime of a gas bubble
with a size of 3 lm in diameter in water. It is assumed that
the water is saturated with the gas. Clearly, gases with lower
solubility provide the bubbles longer persistence.
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Table 1 Ostwald coefficient and disappearance time for 3 lm
diameter bubbles containing different gases
Ostwald
coefficient (9106)

Disappearance
time (s)

Air

23,168

0.02

Sulfur hexafluoride (Sf6)

5,950

0.1

Perfluoropropane (C3F8)
Perfluorohexane (C6H14)

583
24

1.1
2

Although high molecular weight gases dissolve more
slowly compared to air, these free gas microbubbles still do
not persist long enough to be of practical use in the human
body. A second effective way to slow down dissolution of
the microbubbles is the addition of material at the gas–
liquid interface. Surfactants such as phospholipids decrease
the main driving force for the dissolution of the bubble,
which is, as explained above, the surface tension. Other
coating materials such as polymers form more rigid
encapsulations and support a strain to counter the effect of
the surface tension. Current commercially available agents
like Sonovue, Definity (both phospholipids), Optison
(human albumin), and Sonazoid (lipids) are all coated. The
addition of a coating has a strong influence on the microbubble’s response to an acoustic pressure. The coating
dampens the vibrations of the microbubble and thereby
changes the resonance frequency of the microbubbles. This
influence of the coating plays a key role in characterizing
the behavior of contrast agent microbubbles.

3 The bubble vibration
Microbubbles in a contrast medium react to an external
oscillating pressure field with volume pulsations. Depending on the magnitude of the ultrasound wave, the vibrations
will be related either linearly or nonlinearly to the applied
acoustic pressure. For low acoustic pressures, the instantaneous radius oscillates linearly in relation to the amplitude of the applied external pressure field. For higher
amplitudes of the external field, the pulsation of the bubbles becomes nonlinear. In principle, expansion of the
bubble is unlimited unlike the compressibility of the
bubble.
3.1 Linear bubble vibration
The bubble is considered spherically symmetric and surrounded by a liquid of infinite extent and with a constant
viscosity. The bubble volume is defined by a single variable, the radius, and the motion is assumed to be spherically symmetric. The wavelength of the ultrasound field is
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assumed to be much larger than the bubble diameter, and
only the motion of the bubble surface is of interest. It is
assumed that the vapor pressure remains constant during
the compression and expansion phase, and that there is no
rectified diffusion during the short period of exposure to
ultrasound. The gas inside the bubble is assumed to be
ideal, and compressed and expanded according to the gas
law. At small excitation levels, the displacement of the
bubble wall can be compared to the displacement of a
simple one-dimensional mass spring oscillator. The oscillator is defined by its mass, restoring force, damping, and
applied force. This leads to the equation of motion of the
bubble, which is expressed as:
m€
x þ bx_ þ Sx ¼ Fdriv

ð1Þ

where m is the mass of the bubble–liquid system, b is the
mechanical resistance related to the dissipation, S is the
stiffness of the system, Fdriv(t) is the driving force, and
x(t) is the radial displacement of the bubble wall relative
to the initial radius R0, according to x(t) = R(t) - R0.
Since the motion of the bubble is approximated by the
simple harmonic oscillation, the bubble then has it own
resonance frequency fR. For an undamped oscillation it is
given by:
rﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
S
fR ¼
ð2Þ
2pR m

4 lm, the resonance frequency in water under normal
atmospheric pressure is 1.6 MHz.
The damping b in Eq. 1 is determined by three important parameters responsible for the damping: (1) reradiation
damping, (2) damping due to the viscosity of surrounding
liquid, and (3) thermal damping. The bubble, which can be
considered as a secondary source, reradiates ultrasound
energy, which decreases the energy of the system. The
viscosity of the surrounding fluid, which moves with the
bubble wall, causes another source of energy dissipation.
Expansion and compression of the bubble cause an
increase of the temperature, which results in a net flow of
energy outwards into the surrounding medium. The
damping coefficients depend on the bubble size and the
frequency of the acoustic field and are in the order of 0.1
for bubbles with a diameter between 1 and 10 lm. Exact
expressions for the different damping components can be
found in [5].
3.2 Nonlinear bubble vibration

where q is the density of the surrounding medium, dtot is
the total damping, x is the angular frequency, j is the heat
capacity ratio (Cp/Cv), and P0 is the ambient pressure.
Substitution of Eq. 3 into Eq. 2 gives the final expression
for the resonance frequency for a bubble motion without
losses.
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
3jP
fR ¼
ð4Þ
2pR
q

If the bubble vibration becomes larger, Eq. 1 does not hold
anymore and more sophisticated models are needed. The
bubble model developed by Rayleigh provides the theoretical basis in this section. The bubble is considered
spherical, and is surrounded by an incompressible liquid of
infinite extent. The liquid is assumed to be Newtonian, so
its viscosity is constant. The gas in the bubble is compressed and expanded according to the gas law with the
polytropic exponent remaining constant during the vibration. A boundary condition is defined for the pressure at the
bubble wall at equilibrium. Solving the equations for the
conservation of mass and momentum for the gas and the
liquid phase results in the (modified) Rayleigh–Plesset
equation, which describes the hydrodynamics of the liquid motion around the bubble. Combining the Rayleigh–
Plesset equation and the polytropic gas law with the
boundary condition, we obtain the following expression,
which describes the motion of an ideal gas bubble and
proved to be accurate and robust even in the extreme
conditions of sonoluminescence [6].


 
 3j 
3 _2
2r
R
3j _
2r
€
ql RR þ R ¼ p0 þ
1 R 
2
R0
R0
c
R
4lR_
 p0  Pac ðtÞ

R
ð5Þ

This equation shows that the resonant frequency is
inversely proportional to the radius. For a diatomic gas
such as oxygen or nitrogen, j equals 1.4. With the aid of
this equation the resonance frequency for various bubbles
can be calculated, e.g. for a bubble with a diameter of

where R R_ and R€ represent the radius, velocity and acceleration of the bubble wall, ql is the density of the liquid, p0
is the ambient pressure, r the surface tension, j is the
polytropic gas exponent, l the viscosity of the surrounding
water, c is the speed of sound, and Pac(t) the applied

For gas bubbles in a liquid, the stiffness is that of the
enclosed volume of gas that acts like a spring when the
bubble is disturbed from its equilibrium radius. The inertia
is principally due to the mass of the liquid surrounding the
bubble that oscillates with it. Medwin [4] has derived
values for the mass, the mechanical resistance, and the
stiffness as follows:
m ¼ 4pR30 q
b ¼ dtot xm
S ¼ 12pjP0 R0

ð3Þ
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acoustic field. For simplicity only the viscous damping
caused by the surrounding liquid has been taken into
account.

3.3 Coated bubble vibration
Encapsulation of the bubbles dramatically changes their
acoustical behavior. The shell causes an increase in resonance frequency due to its stiffness and an increase in
damping due to its viscosity. Encapsulated microbubbles
were first modeled by De Jong et al. [7] and De Jong and
Hoff [8] incorporating experimentally determined elasticity
and friction parameters into the Rayleigh–Plesset model.
Church [9] used linear visco-elastic constitutive equations
to describe the shell. Since then many models have been
defined to investigate the influence of the shell on the
bubble’s vibration, e.g. [10–13].
Recently, Marmottant et al. [14] proposed a new model
for phospholipid-coated bubbles. A variable effective surface tension is characteristic for this model. The effective
surface tension at the bubble wall varies along three linear
regimes. These regimes are inspired by low frequency
observations of phospholipid monolayers using Langmuir–
Blodgett balances, etc. [14]. The regimes depend on the
bubble area, A = 4pR2. The model only needs three
parameters to describe the effective surface tension: the
buckling area of the bubble Abuckling below which the
surface buckles, an elastic modulus v that gives the slope of
the elastic regime and a critical break-up tension, rbreak-up,
which predicts for which bubble area the coating ruptures
with the result that the effective surface tension saturates at
rwater. These three regimes can be expressed as follows:
8
0
if R  Rbuckling
>
>

< 
2
rðRÞ ¼ v R2 R  1
if Rbuckling  R  Rbreakup
>
buckling
>
:
rwater
if R  Rruptured
ð6Þ
Including this effective surface tension r(R) in Eq. 5 for
the free bubble and adding an extra viscosity term 4js/R2
for the coating results in the equation of motion for a
phospholipid-coated bubble:


 
 3j 
3
2rðR0 Þ
R
3j
ql RR€ þ R_ 2 ¼ p0 þ
1  R_
2
R0
R0
c
2rðRÞ 4lR_ 4js R_


 2  p0  pac ðtÞ
R
R
R
ð7Þ
For small vibration amplitudes within the tensed elastic
state, the surface tension can be linearized around a
constant value, with r(R) & r(R0) ? 2v(R/R0 - 1).
Implemented in Eq. 7 it yields the same pressure term
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-2r(R)/R = 2r(R0)/R - 4v(1/R0 - 1/R) as in the model
proposed by De Jong et al. [15] for thin elastic shells. The
shell stiffness coefficient Sp they introduced is related to
the present coating elasticity by Sp = 2v, while their shell
friction coefficient is equal to Sf = 12pjs. We stress here
again that the model by De Jong et al. [15] is limited to
small amplitudes of vibration for bounded effective
tensions between 0 and rbreak-up, or for R in between
Rbuckling and Rruptured, while the present model extends the
oscillation to unbounded, large amplitudes.
At small acoustic amplitudes the model presented provides a linear radius response to the pressure similar to
other Rayleigh–Plesset models with constant surface tension. Under large pressure amplitudes the bubble will
experience an original nonlinear response. It will likely
buckle in its compression phase which cancels out any
surface tension. On the other hand, the surface tension
rapidly rises during the expansion phase, and this asymmetry in surface tension provides an asymmetry in capillary pressure, especially strong for small bubbles.
3.4 Simulations
Now we are going to analyze the vibrations of a free gas
bubble and a coated bubble using the model by Marmottant
et al. [14]. We calculate the responses of the phospholipidcoated contrast agent Sonovue with and without the coating.
The coating elasticity and viscosity are measured with a fast
framing camera capable of recording the bubble vibration
with a frame rate of 25 million frames per second (Van der
Meer et al. [16]). By measuring the amplitude of the bubble
excursion around resonance (in practice between 0.5 and
6 MHz) and a fit to theoretical prediction, the elasticity and
viscosity can be estimated. This results for Sonovue in
v = 0.55 N/m and js = 2.3 9 10-8 kg/s. The model by
Marmottant et al. [14] requires a third parameter, namely
Rbuckling, which is the radius at which the bubble starts to
buckle. Currently, the value of Rbuckling has yet to be
established. We therefore consider two situations: (a) the
bubble vibrates solely in its elastic regime and (b) upon
compression the bubble will buckle, Rbuckling/R0 = 1. We
calculate the responses of the bubbles to a driving force
consisting of a three cycle waveform with a peak negative
amplitude of 50 kPa and a center frequency of 2 MHz. Such
an excitation is typical for a clinically used pulse echosystem driven in the fundamental or harmonic mode. The
radius of the simulated bubbles is 2.5 lm. The scattered
pressure is calculated 1 cm away from the bubble wall.
This yields resonant frequencies of 1.3 MHz for the free
gas bubble, 2.2 MHz for the purely elastic coated bubble,
and 1.2 MHz for the bubble with a buckling coating. Thus,
the bubbles are driven a little below and above their resonant frequency. Figure 1 shows the predicted radial
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Fig. 1 Vibration of a 2.5-lm
free bubble and coated bubble
(v = 0.55 N/m and js = 2.3
10-8 kg/s.) at 2 MHz in water.
Top radial oscillation, Middle
scattered pressure at 1 cm,
Bottom frequency response of
scattered pressure

motion of the bubbles (R) and the resulting radiated sound
pressures (Ps) as a function of time as well as frequency.
The free gas bubble oscillated with the largest amplitude,
DD = 0.7 lm. The addition of a coating resulted in
damping of the oscillation amplitude by a factor of two.
The free gas bubble did not immediately stop oscillating
after the sound pulse had passed in contrast to the more
damped coated bubbles. The effect of coating buckling
appears when the results of the elastic coated and buckling
coated bubbles are compared. Whereas the elastic coated
bubble shows similar expansion and compression phases,
the buckling coated bubble expresses a preference for
compression. The compression amplitude (0.27 lm) is a
factor of two higher than the expansion amplitude
(0.13 lm). This asymmetric radial motion leads to elevated
harmonic scattering as is shown in the power spectra of the
radiated sound pressures.

4 Acoustic characterization
4.1 Linear behavior
Most models include the coating by defining parameters for
the coating elasticity and viscosity [8, 9, 11, 14]. The
values of these coating parameters are generally unknown.
Acoustic measurements can be performed to determine
their values. Upon insonification the bubbles absorb as well

as scatter energy. In different kinds of acoustic measurements we can determine both the absorbed and the scattered energy by the bubbles.
The energy absorption by a diluted contrast agent is
measured in a relatively simple but instructive measurement [7, 8]. We determine the attenuation of the transmitted ultrasound wave by a screen of bubbles as a function
of the transmitted frequency. A typical result is given in the
left panel of Fig. 2. We diluted 50 ll of the experimental
contrast agent BR14 (Bracco Research SA, Geneva,
Switzerland) in 175 ml gas saturated water and measured
the attenuation using four transducers covering the range
from 0.5 to 12 MHz [17]. The results acquired for the
different transducers overlap, which shows that this type of
measurement is insensitive for the transducer characteristics. The attenuation curve shows a maximum at 1.6 MHz
indicating a maximum attenuation for this transmit frequency. At lower frequencies a Rayleigh response appears
while for higher frequencies the attenuation decreases
and eventually reaches a constant value. The unknown
parameters in the theoretical model can now be calculated
by a fitting procedure between the measurement and simulation using the size distribution as measured with, e.g. a
Coulter Counter. For this fitting procedure in most cases
linearized expressions for the absorption and scattering
cross sections are applied, which requires the assumption
that at the acoustic pressures applied the bubbles behave
linearly.
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Fig. 2 Attenuation (left) and
scatter measurements (right) as
function of the frequency

The scattered energy by the bubbles can be measured
using the same transducers in a similar set-up [8]. In contrast to the attenuation, the measured amount of scattered
energy depends on the transducer characteristics. The
received backscatter signal should therefore be corrected
for the transducer frequency response and diffraction of the
transmitted ultrasound beam. The resulting backscatter
coefficient for diluted Sonovue is presented in the right
panel of Fig. 2. The curve shows a steep increase from 1 to
2 MHz and a maximum around 3 MHz. This maximum
indicates the resonant frequency of this population of
coated bubbles. For higher frequencies the frequency
dependency is almost absent as predicted by theory. The
scattering of a bubble that is insonified well above resonance is dominated by its own physical cross section. The
broad size distribution in the investigated bubble population and relatively high damping of the bubble vibration
explain the relatively low and broad peak at 3 MHz.
4.2 Harmonics
Coated bubbles have been observed to scatter energy at
harmonic frequencies at acoustic pressures down to 20–
50 kPa. The origin for these harmonics is the nonlinear
behavior of the coated bubbles. Nonlinear behavior
results in second and higher order harmonics, but also
subharmonics and ultraharmonics in the backscattered
signal.
To measure the frequency content of the backscattered
energy a typical set-up consists of two transducers that are
mounted perpendicular with respect to each other. One
transducer transmits ultrasound waves and the other
receives the backscattered signals generated by the bubbles. Figure 3 shows the results for such an experiment. A
narrow banded transducer transmitted sine-wave bursts of
10 cycles at a center frequency of 3.5 MHz. The acoustic
pressure was increased from 8 to 75 kPa. The receiver was
broad banded and covered the frequency range between 1.5
and 7.5 MHz. We measured the scattering of Sonovue,
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Fig. 3 Harmonic response of Sonovue for four different acoustic
pressures (8, 24, 48, 75 kPa). Excitation 3.5 MHz, 10 cycles

which was highly diluted to avoid the influence of attenuation by the bubbles [15].
At the lowest acoustic pressure applied (8 kPa), the
bubbles only radiated at the transmitted fundamental frequency of 3.5 MHz. When the acoustic pressure was
increased to 24 kPa, the bubbles also started to radiate
second harmonic energy at 7 MHz. At an acoustic pressure
of 48 kPa, we observe in addition to the scattered fundamental and second harmonic frequencies also scattering at
the subharmonic frequency. The subharmonic peak at
1.75 MHz is about 25 dB below the fundamental. At the
highest acoustic pressure applied of 75 kPa, the bubble
scattered even more subharmonic energy than second
harmonic energy. Moreover, ultraharmonics appear at this
acoustic pressure. Note that 75 kPa, which is equivalent to
a mechanical index (MI) of only 0.04, Sonovue bubbles are
not destroyed. In the late 1990s, it was believed that subharmonic scattering indicated that the contrast agent was
destroyed [18]. At these low acoustic pressures, the uniform elastic shell was supposed to prevent the generation
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4.3 Destruction
Many diagnostic imaging techniques are based on the
destruction of contrast agents. Soft shelled agents, like
Sonovue, Sonazoid, and Optison, resist acoustic pressures up
to 100–150 kPa. At higher acoustic pressures, insonification
of the bubble leads to changes in its characteristics, but the
bubble still may behave as a bubble. For even higher acoustic
pressures, e.g. above 300 kPa, the bubbles are destroyed and
dissolve completely after a few insonifications.
Hard-shelled polymer contrast agents like PB127 (Point
Biomedical Corp, San Carlos, Calif) and Quantison
(Quantison; Andaris Ltd., Nottingham, England) do not
scatter much at acoustic pressures below 300–500 kPa [20,
21]. At higher acoustic pressures they are destroyed and
release their gas content with the result that the backscattered signal increases abruptly for a short time [20, 22].
Moreover, this backscattered signal is highly nonlinear and
well suited for harmonic imaging. This effect is transient
and lasts until the released free gas bubbles are dissolved in
the surrounding liquid.
The destruction of Quantison is investigated in the following measurement [21]. A 1 MHz single element transducer (focus at 75 mm) is mounted in a water tank that
contains Quantison (5 ml in 200 ml Isoton). The transducer
transmits sine wave bursts of 10 periods with a center
frequency of 1 MHz. The repetition rate is 1 Hz. Backscattered ultrasound by the contrast bubbles is received by
a 10 MHz broadband transducer. This transducer is
mounted perpendicular to the acoustic beam of the transmitting transducer. Figure 4 shows the results of measurements at 300 and 600 kPa of two fresh populations of
Quantison at the same concentration. The power spectra of
the backscattered energy by the bubbles are calculated
by averaging the FFT of ten received traces. The results
show mainly fundamental scattering at 300 kPa. When the
acoustic pressure amplitude is doubled, we measure a
20-dB increase at the fundamental frequency. More striking is the increase in harmonic scattering. Up to the tenth
harmonic frequency (10 MHz) is observed at 600 kPa. A
reference measurement using the linear scatterer carborundum, not shown here, reveals that there are no artifacts.
4.4 Single bubble
We have described experiments to characterize UCAs
acoustically. In these experiments the contrast agent

10
0

Scattered power [dB]]

of subharmonic energy. Currently gained knowledge on the
behavior of lipid coatings has changed this view. The
Marmottant model is able to predict subharmonic scattering at these low acoustic pressures and we believe that this
is the result of the buckling stage of bubble vibration [19].
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Fig. 4 Received scattered power of Quantison by a 10 MHz
transducer. The signal was generated by a 1 MHz transducer
transmitting an acoustic pressure of 0.3 MPa (dashed) and 0.6 MPa
(solid)

bubbles were part of a population of bubbles with a certain
size distribution. In this way, the results are a weighted
summation of all the individual bubbles. Such kinds of
methods have of course clinical relevance, but are of limited value for characterizing individual bubbles including
their mutual variation. Only in a limited number of studies
the scattering of single bubbles has been measured, see,
e.g. Shi et al. [23]. One key aspect of the experimental setup is the capability to isolate single bubbles. Single bubbles
may be isolated using highly diluted bubble suspensions.
In the experiment that we performed (see [24]), we
diluted a suspension of the phospholipid-coated experimental contrast agent BR14 (Bracco Research, Geneva,
Switzerland) by a ratio of 1:10,000, which corresponds to
25,000 bubbles per ml. This high dilution rate results in an
average of one single bubble in the effective insonified
volume of 0.04 ll within the capillary tube (diameter:
200 lm). This corresponds to a statistically averaged distance of 1.5 mm between two adjacent bubbles. In addition, the capillary tube was optically scanned to ensure that
there was only one bubble in the acoustic focal area. To
ensure that all the bubbles present in the capillary tube
were optically observable, smaller bubbles were excluded
from the suspension by decantation. As a result 80% of the
bubbles in the suspension had a radius larger than 2 lm,
which was verified using a Multisizer 3 counter (BeckmanCoulter, Miami, FL).
The left panel of Fig. 5 shows typical examples of single
bubble responses measured at an acoustic pressure of
100 kPa. The time traces for bubbles with sizes of
R0 = 4.6, 2.1, and 1.5 lm and the corresponding power
spectra are displayed. The receiver was calibrated and
therefore the results are absolute pressures (Pa). It is
observed that the acoustic response of the smallest bubble
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Fig. 5 Measured responses of
three single bubbles of three
different sizes (4.6, 2.1 and
1.5 lm) excited with a driving
pressure of 100 kPa. Left panel
Measured pressure in Pa. Right
Panel frequency response
(reproduced with permission of
JASA 2008)

is 25 dB lower than the maximum response, measured for
the largest bubble. This bubble with a resting radius of
1.5 lm is excited below its resonant frequency and hence
behaves as a Rayleigh scatterer. The bubble with a radius
of R0 = 2.1 lm (middle panel) is excited close to its resonant frequency. The presence of a substantial second
harmonic component in its frequency response confirms
this observation.
The right panel of Fig. 5 shows more measured scattered
powers for bubbles with radii between 1 and 5 lm. We
compare the experimentally obtained results (circles)
with simulated bubble responses for free gas bubbles
(dashed curve) and phospholipid-coated bubbles using the
Marmottant model (solid curve). The experimentally
obtained results nicely fit the simulated results using the
Marmottant model, which shows the influence of the
phospholipid coating when the bubbles are insonified
below resonance. Above resonance the coated bubbles act
like free gas bubbles [24].

injected in a capillary tube which is mounted in a water
tank. The water tank stands below a microscope that
magnifies the bubbles by a factor of 240. A fast framing
camera is attached to the microscope. Such a fast framing
camera is necessary to record images at an extremely high
frame rate. An average video camera does not suffice
because it records at most 25 images per second, while the
bubbles vibrate at frequencies in the order of MHz.
Experience has shown that in order to evaluate periodic
phenomena accurately, the sampling rate should exceed the
frequency of the phenomenon by at least a factor 8–10. The
fast framing camera used in this set-up was purpose-built
and is able to record at a frame rate of 25 million frames
per second. The core of the camera system is a fast rotating
mirror (max. 20,000 rps), which sweeps images of the
bubbles along 128 charge coupled devices (CCDs). The
camera system records in one experiment six movies of
128 frames with an interval time of 80 ms between the
movies. The camera system was called ‘‘Brandaris 128’’
after a famous lighthouse in the Netherlands [25].

5 Optical characterization

5.1 Small and medium acoustic pressure

In the past research has primarily focused on the sound that
bubbles produce. At least as much interesting is the origin
of these sounds: the bubble vibration. Looking at bubbles
has several advantages over listening. The wavelength of
light is much shorter than the wavelength of ultrasound,
typically 0.5 and 500 lm, respectively. As a consequence
optical observations are more accurate. Furthermore,
although it is possible to measure individual bubbles
acoustically, measuring bubbles is easier using optical
measurements. Generally, in an acoustic experiment even
with a high dilution, there are still hundreds of bubbles per
wavelength of ultrasound. However, in an optical measurement the size of the bubbles is larger than the wavelength of light with the result that individual bubbles can
easily be discriminated.
Chin et al. [25] describe the set-up of an optical measurement system. In this set-up the contrast bubbles are

Figure 6 presents an example of a recording with the
Brandaris fast framing camera. The figure shows an isolated bubble with a size of 4.2 lm in diameter that was
insonified with an acoustic pressure of 250 kPa at a frequency of 1.7 MHz. In 64 frames the bubble was observed
before, during and after the ultrasound pulse. In the first 13
frames, the microbubble is at rest. Starting at frame 14, the
microbubble is first compressed, and then reaches within
six cycles a maximum diameter of 5.4 lm and a minimum
diameter of 2.6 lm. In each image frame the bubble
diameter was established. The resulting diameter–time
(D–T) curve is shown in the panel in the middle and
the corresponding power spectrum in the right panel.
This experimentally obtained D–T curve can be compared directly with a simulated D–T curve, which is a
great advantage compared to acoustic experiments. In
an acoustic experiment scattered sound pressures are
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Fig. 6 a Sequence of 64 image
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microbubble, driven by a 6cycle—US burst with a peak
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measured instead of radial responses. Therefore, before
simulated and acoustic results can be compared, scattered
sound pressures must be calculated from the simulated
radial responses. This can be done using [26]

R
Ps ¼ ql 2R_ 2 þ RR€ :
ð8Þ
r
Using the fast framing camera several interesting studies
on individual bubbles have been performed. An example is
the determination of the bubble’s resonant frequency. This
has been achieved by repeatedly insonifying the bubbles,
whereby the transmit frequency is varied over the different
recordings. Because the Brandaris is able to record six
movies of 128 frames, or 12 movies of 64 frames, etc., such
an experiment can be done within one run in 2 s. From the
recorded images a resonance curve can be constructed
showing the resonance peak and width. This method,
termed microbubble spectroscopy has recently been
described by Van der Meer et al. [16].
Figure 7 shows another example of the strength of
optical measurements. The left panel displays an image
frame containing several bubbles that are quite close together (\20 lm). The bubbles have been insonified with an
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ultrasound pulse of 1 MHz and 200 kPa. The ultrasound
field has a wavelength of 1.5 mm, which is much larger than
the size of the bubbles. The bubbles therefore all experience
the same ultrasound field. This, however, did not result in
identical responses for all bubbles. This is most clear when
we compare the bubble with a size of 6 lm in diameter (No
2) with the bubble with the largest size of 10 lm in diameter
(No 4). At t = 5 ls, we observe a 180° phase difference
between both bubble responses. Such behavior is typical for
harmonic oscillators. When the oscillator is insonified
below resonance, it responds in phase with the driving
force. Above resonance, inertia dominates and the response
will be out of phase with the driving force. A bubble that is
insonified at its resonant frequency will respond with a 90°
phase difference compared to the phase of the driving force.
Based on our observations we conclude that the resonant
size for a transmit frequency of 1 MHz must be between 6
and 10 lm in diameter.
5.2 Destruction
Optical recordings are important resources when the
destruction of contrast bubbles is investigated. The

Fig. 7 Bubbles images at
1 MHz and 200 kPa with the
Brandaris fast framing camera.
Right panel the corresponding
D–T curves
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recordings may help to reveal which factors amplify or
reduce the destruction process. This is relevant for UCA
destruction replenishment methods [27], which are frequently used in the clinic to quantify tissue perfusion. In
this method, an initial high intensity ultrasound pulse
destroys all the bubbles present in the tissue and subsequently lower intensity pulses are applied to measure the
rate of inflow of fresh bubbles in the tissue. Furthermore,
bubble destruction can be used to detect bubbles for contrast-enhanced imaging. The released bubbles generate
highly nonlinear sound pressures with a high intensity,
which is well suited for harmonic imaging (see also
Sect. 4) [22]. A totally different application of bubble
destruction is found in drug delivery applications [28, 29]
and in future bubble destruction may be part of blood
pressure measurements [30].
The destruction mechanism of a contrast agent depends
mainly on the coating of the bubbles as explained above.
For rigid shelled contrast agents such as Quantison and
PB127, the destruction of the microbubbles is accompanied
by shell rupture and gas release and the formation of new
free gas bubbles [20, 31]. In Fig. 8, we show the formation
of new free gas bubbles from the ‘‘mother’’ PB127
microbubble. In this experiment, two different ultrasound
bursts were transmitted sequentially. The first ultrasound
burst, which consisted of four cycles of a sine wave, an MI
of 1.4 and a frequency of 1.7 MHz, cracked the shell of the
bubble. The released free gas bubbles were interrogated
within the same optical recording, 1 ls later, by applying a
second similar ultrasound burst with an MI of 0.25. The

frame rate of the optical recordings was 11.5 MHz. The
first six frames of the upper row of Fig. 8 show shell
destruction and gas escaping from the microbubble due to
the high MI burst. In the next six frames (from 41 to 60),
we observe the creation of two new free gas bubbles next to
the original microbubble. As a result of the second (nondestructive) ultrasound burst these newly formed free gas
bubbles started to vibrate.

Fig. 8 Optical frames showing initial PB127 microbubble (frame 1),
shell fissure and gas escape (frames 4, 8–11) under ultrasound of
1.7 MHz, four cycles, MI 1.4 and formation of new free bubbles. Two
new free bubbles (frames 41, 47–60) demonstrating oscillations under

ultrasound of 1.7 MHz, four cycles and MI 0.25. Last displayed frame
shows an optical recording performed 40 ms later, demonstrating
bubble disappearance due to dissolution
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6 Bubble ambiguities and other phenomena
Some years of experience with the Brandaris fast framing
camera produced a lot of interesting observations of bubble
behavior. Many of these observations do not fit in the
‘‘classical’’ representation of the bubble as a nonlinear
oscillator. Here we provide for a short overview.
6.1 Mode vibration of bubbles
To study bubble dynamics (modified) Rayleigh–Plesset
models like Eqs. 5 and 7 are frequently used. These models
are based on the assumption that the bubbles oscillate
spherically. In practice, however, oscillating bubbles may
show various intriguing shapes, see, e.g. [32, 33]. Nonspherical bubble shapes as displayed in Fig. 9 can be categorized by decomposition of the shape into spherical
harmonics. In a study on 20–100 micron sized free gas
bubbles, it was observed that bubbles can obtain stable
surface modes when irradiated at their resonance frequency
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as has been described by Emmer et al. [38]. It should be
mentioned that compression-only behavior as well as
threshold behavior is predicted by the Marmottant model
[14].
6.4 Vibration of bubbles in contact with a wall

Fig. 9 Vibration modes

[33]. At resonance, optical recordings showed spherical
harmonic orders up to 4 (rectangular, see Fig. 9). Bubbles
undergoing surface modes have been reported to generate
subharmonic frequencies. Optical studies supported this
observation by showing that the frequency of the surface
mode corresponded to half the transmit frequency [33].
6.2 Compression only
The responses of Sonovue contrast bubbles were investigated in a large study. The bubbles were insonified using
three different acoustic pressures and three different
transmit frequencies. It appeared that 40% of the observed
bubbles showed so-called compression-only behavior [34].
Microbubbles showing this behavior compress, but hardly
expand. This is opposite to ‘‘normal’’ nonlinear bubble
oscillation, whereby in principle expansion is infinite in
contrast to compression of the gas core. Compression-only
behavior is typically induced by the presence of the
phospholipid coating [14]. Coated bubbles displaying
compression-only behavior are expected to be highly
beneficial for nonlinear acoustic imaging. Bubbles oscillating in this mode are in fact tailor-made for pulseinversion imaging [35].
6.3 Onset of the bubble vibration
‘‘Classical’’ theory on coated bubbles predicts a linear
onset to vibration, which means that any acoustic pressure
applied to the bubble leads to its vibration. Recordings with
the Brandaris fast framing camera revealed that specific
phospholipid-coated bubbles do not start to vibrate
according to this linear onset, but these microbubbles show
what has been termed ‘‘threshold behavior’’ [36]. Bubbles
showing this behavior need an initial acoustic pressure
before any vibration is observed. Coated bubbles were
supposed to attenuate proportional to the acoustic pressure
applied. The recent observations of pressure-dependent
attenuation [37] may well be explained by the occurrence
of threshold behavior [17]. An imaging technique such as
power modulation imaging profits from threshold behavior

Optical studies on bubble vibration are usually performed
in a two-dimensional (2D) image plane. The bubble is
positioned in an acoustically and optically transparent
capillary tube, where it floats to the top side of the tube and
stays at this position against the tube wall. This has practical advantages, because it allows precise optical as well
as acoustical focusing. It has, however, the disadvantage
that the wall might influence the radial motion of the
bubble.
The influence of the wall on the bubble vibration was
studied using a set-up including a microscope with two
objectives. One objective imaged the bubble from the top
and one objective was positioned orthogonally such that we
obtained a quasi-instantaneous 3D image sequence of a
coated bubble touching a rigid wall [39]. The bubble
showed a tendency to vibrate axial-symmetrically around
the axis normal to the wall, but asymmetrically in the
direction perpendicular to the wall. In the past, the asymmetric oscillation was thought to be much smaller than the
radial oscillation for coated bubbles. However, it appeared
that the vibration is strongly asymmetrical at frequencies
and pressures relevant for the clinic (140 kPa at 1 MHz,
mechanical index of 0.14).
6.5 Bubble vibration at varying distance to the wall
A cloud of bubbles responds differently when attached to
the wall compared to freely floating bubbles. An optical
tweezer (laser trap) was used to measure the response of
single bubbles at varying distances from a rigid wall [40].
The optical tweezer controlled the position of the single
bubble, while the vibration of the bubble was recorded with
the Brandaris camera. It was verified that the laser trap did
not influence the bubble dynamics, but still the microbubble was temporarily released from the laser trap during
the experiment. The study revealed that the amplitude of
the bubble oscillation decreased with decreasing distance
to the wall at a fixed frequency.

7 Conclusion
UCAs consist of encapsulated bubbles with sizes between 1
and 10 lm diameter. The encapsulation stabilizes the
microbubble, which is required in a clinical setting. It takes
about 15–60 s after intra venous injection before the agent
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reaches the myocardium, liver, kidney and other organs.
Unencapsulated bubbles of the same size would disappear
within a few milliseconds. The encapsulation also changes
the acoustic behavior of the bubble. The most dominant
influences of the encapsulation are the increased elasticity
which changes the resonance frequency and the viscosity
which increases the damping of the vibration. Basically
there are two ways to characterize a contrast agent:
acoustically by measuring the attenuation and scattering
and optically where the vibrations of individual bubbles are
recorded with a fast framing camera. The advantage of
acoustical characterization is that it measures the average
response of all bubbles in the agent. Assuming that the size
distribution can be measured by other means (e.g., coulter
counter) it is possible to calculate the average elasticity and
viscosity of the encapsulation from these measurements.
The advantage of optical measurements is that the elasticity
and viscosity can be deduced for individual bubbles. In this
way the dependency of the elasticity and viscosity on the
diameter can be easily recorded and even the variation of
these parameters for bubbles of the same size. A clear
disadvantage of optical characterization is that one has to
do a lot of measurements to characterize the whole size
distribution, while for acoustic measurements, an average
value can be deduced from only one measurement.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the
Creative Commons Attribution Noncommercial License which permits any noncommercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any
medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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